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‘Global Perspectives: Re-imagining Education’ 

 

Inspiring a Generation of Educators that Do Not Realise they Need Inspiring 

 

Abstract 

Most CPD provides training to improve skills and subject knowledge but rarely does it enable 

professional educational-practitioners to see themselves as educational knowledge-creators who 

can contribute to a global educational knowledge-base. The focus of this paper is on my professional 

practice as the Master’s lead in an Institute of Higher Education that has values of social justice that 

underpins all its work. I will begin by outlining the development of a University accredited Living 

Theory Masters curriculum.  

  

The MA: Values-led Leadership is designed to offer a postgraduate programme with a contemporary 

academic stance and distinct focus on developing values-led leaders for the future. The emphasis on 

enhancing the knowledge-creating abilities of the educators in contributing to leadership 

knowledge, skills and practice, whilst developing and understanding their ontological values.  The 

MA given curriculum has been written to enable practitioners to find, create and live their own living 

curriculum. The innovative curriculum is designed to enable professional educators to engage in 

practitioner-research within an educational setting that provides collaborative support. 

Sustainability and the concept of interaction with global citizenship, which is a new development 

and a very interesting feature of the programme. 

I will conclude by showing the contribution this programme makes to a global movement of 

educational researchers developing values-based educational opportunities. This contribution 

includes the values of nurturing responsiveness and nurturing connectedness.  

 

Introduction 

I feel a kernel of excitement and nervousness at the upcoming conference. The title ‘Global 

Perspectives: Re-imagining Education’ sparked my imagination inviting a discussion into possibilities 

and my way of professional being. This opened the door to my reflections, the journey of my 

research and an opportunity to keep a promise I made a long time ago.  

 

Rummaging in my dank garage, ducking spider’s webs and the feint scurry that hints at mice again, I 

looked behind the rolled up rug, searched bags and boxes for the treasure I sought. Slightly dusty 

and cold even for May, I finally discovered the package of children’s work 

from one of the schools I worked in.  

Languishing nearly forgotten, stuffed into an old cardboard box 

I felt a surge of pleasure at the memories stirred, the joy 

I felt co-creating with the children, but also a wave of 

guilt that swamped me as their voices in the world, a key 

demand have been silenced! Left gathering dust.  
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But, I can make a difference. I can bring the meaning of our journey as co-creators and researchers 

into the public domain here at the conference.  

 

I have been struggling to start my BERA paper, to make it clear and communicate the inspiration and 

heart felt excitement my research journey has brought into my professional life! The outline is 

contained within the abstract I submitted which will frame this paper, but still I hesitate.  

Now I can see the end point, the impact of professional development on my students and on my 

professional well-being, this inspiration needs to be the beginning, the hook for the reader or 

listener and a promise of what is possible.  

This paper has been organised to introduce the reader to the inspiration behind my research journey 

through ‘Passion to Have Their Voices Heard’. The importance of the organisation I work for will be 

demonstrated, ‘The Learning Institute - a Values-led Organisation which enables me to fully 

embody my ontological values in my professional practice. I then offer an explanatory introduction 

to the ‘Academic Stance’ that locates and provides a rationale for my research. In the ‘Living Theory 

Master’s Curriculum, MA: Values-led Leadership’ section the development of alternative continual 

professional development (CPD) highlights the knowledge creating abilities engendered at the heart 

of the master’s programme and how practitioner-researchers clarify in the course of their research 

their ontological values that bring meaning and purpose to their professional roles as they re-

imagine possibilities. How the transformation from a ‘MA Given Curriculum to a Living Personal 

Curriculum’ is enabled within ‘Educational Research Communities Inspiring Practitioner 

Professional Development’ using ‘Nurturing Responsiveness – Good Quality Educational 

Conversations’. I will then explore how these conversations lead to nurturing connectiveness in 

‘Nurturing Responsiveness to Nurturing Connectiveness’. This paper will culminate in highlighting a 

global movement of inspired, passion driven practitioner-researchers offering an invitation to join 

them in ‘Global Movement of Inspired (by values and energy in community) Educational 

Practitioners’.  

 

Passion to Have Their Voices Heard 

“ ..education is not just about the transmission of knowledge, skills and values, but is concerned with 

the individuality, subjectivity, or personhood of the student, with their “coming into the world” as 

unique, singular beings.” (Biesta, 2006, p.27) 

 

 

This photograph captured in my classroom sums up the learning 

and engagement of the pupils as researchers and knowledge 

creators, fully engaged in the educational process.  

Creation of time was achieved to understand 

themselves as a learner, as a person 

and their place in the world. Time 

to discover passions and interests, 

to explore the theories of learning 

published and to reflect and consider their opinions. This 
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children were in a mixed Year 2/3 class aged 6,7 and 8 years old was in a period of tighter 

government control, the Literacy Hour, Numeracy Hour and detailed National Curriculum.  

From exploring their learning skills the children developed resilience and confidence in their own 

voice and ideas. One morning one of the pupils (aged 7) asked a simple question, one that 

transformed my research and has had a tremendous and profound effect on the practitioner that I 

am, and strive to be. I was telling the children about my research and I was asked “How can you 

write about learning without us?” At which point another child added, “We can help!”(Mounter, 

2008). 

The children developed their own theory of learning, ‘QUIFF’:  Question, Understanding, I am 

Important, Focus, Feelings and a depth of theory behind it (Mounter, 2008). They developed a 

determination to influence the learning of other children, other adults and the educational system 

they were part of. Roles were fluid as researcher, teacher, coach and learner shared between us. As I 

researched my practice and the influence on my learning, the learning of the children and the wider 

school community, the children researched themselves as a person, as a learner and the role of 

teacher and researcher, until we co-habited a space where we were both knowledge creators. 

O’Brian and Moules (2007, p.387) highlight the tendency to not include young children as 

researchers, from my own research and the lack of co-created research papers, this is still an issue. 

“Within this paradigm there is a tendency for researchers, and others, to perceive children 

as incompetent and incapable of understanding the research process” (O’Brian & Moules, 

2007, p387) 

 

What came out of this research was the possibility of holding the space we created in the classroom 

inside of ourselves. A space we could internalise and hold open in a form for ourselves, to 

contemplate, reflect and develop ideas and knowledge. A couple of years after leaving my class a 

boy sat beside me at lunch, something we had not done for a long time. We chatted and he 

reminded me of some research we had carried out about the TASC (Thinking Actively in a Social 

Context) Wheel (Wallace, 1980). The children wrote to her saying that their learning had moved 

beyond her research and asked why she hadn’t written a new book. They described her two 

dimensional TASC Wheel as three dimensional and made a model demonstrating their ideas which 

they shared at a teacher training conference they were invited to. The boy sat with me continued, 

explaining how his learning and ideas had moved on. He now believed the TASC Wheel (Wallace, 

1980) should be five dimensional including time and space, which he explained in great detail. The 

space he held inside, enabled ideas to be linked, stored and developed as his understanding grew. 

Biesta (2006) describes how important this type of learning can be, possible because of the learning 

space the child held open.  

    

“We might look at learning as a response to what is other and different, to what 

challenges, irritates, or even disturbs us, rather than as the acquisition of something we 

want to possess.” (Biesta, 2006, p.27) 

These experiences recorded through my Living Theory research defined the practitioner I strive to 

be. The core professional development that has had, and is continuing to have, the greatest impact 

on my energy and commitment as a practitioner is being a Living Theory researcher. This research 
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methodology enables me to ask questions of my practise such as, “How can I improve my practice?” 

It enables me to define my ontological values and look at how I embody them in my practice or if 

there are any living contradictions (Whitehead, 1989).  

 

The Learning Institute - a Values-led Organisation        

                                                                                                                     

I am currently a higher education lecturer working for The Learning Institute (TLI) in Cornwall, I teach 

at level 4,5,6 and 7 as well as being MA and Leadership Lead. Previously I was for many years, a 

teacher, senior leader and Head teacher within primary education.  

 

Through my role with The Learning Institute (TLI) (www.learninginstitute.co.uk), I find a resonance 

between my own values and purpose and those of my employer, TLI. The Learning Institute works 

within challenged coastal, isolated rural, declining industrial and diverse inner city communities.  TLI 

provides vocational degree courses which address the governments (2019) “The Future of Seaside 

Towns” report.  The Learning Institute helps to remove barriers to higher education, widening access 

for those parts of society where there is no tradition of undertaking higher education study. At the 

heart of The Learning Institute are lived values working towards engendering community aspiration 

and community social movement.  

 

 Living my values in my role as an educational practitioner is vitally important to me. So much of my 

practice has been driven by national directives, regardless of the needs or interests of the children or 

staff in my care. Frankl (2004) identifies this as creating ‘disrupted meaning structures’, hence my 

search for a setting where my ontological values can be fully embodied in my practice. A place where 

I can develop the type of continual professional development that has inspired and made such a 

difference to me and that of colleagues. 

 

Linking so closely to the focus of this conference on re-imagining education TLI has worked hard to 

develop a values-led, leadership master’s degree course for educational leaders. The MA: Values-led 

Leadership is a space for practitioners to research their leadership practice and the values that 

define them professionally using a Living Theory Research methodology (Whitehead, 2014) in an 

educational, research community.   

 

Academic Stance 

The rationale for my research and the development of the MA in values-led leadership is related to 

its contribution in fulfilling the new standard for teachers’ professional development of the 

Teachers’ Professional Development Expert Group (2016) in their description of effective practice in 

professional development of teachers:  

“High-quality professional development requires workplaces to be steeped in rigorous 

scholarship, with professionals continually developing and supporting each other.” 

(Professional Development Expert Group, 2016, p. Preamble) 

Amanda Spielman (2019), the Chief Inspector of OFSTED in her Twitter feed stated: 
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“Two words sum up my ambition for the framework and which underlie everything we have    

published today: substance and integrity.”  

From this perspective of integrity and focus on substance in education, the Ethical Leadership 

Commission (2019) in the, ‘Navigating the Moral Maze’, report also highlight values as an integral 

requirement to retain leaders for the future of schools.  

This call for integrity and moral purpose by school leaders in the new OFSTED framework, coming 

into schools in September 2019, will require space for the development and reflection on the 

ontological and epistemological values that drive the individual leader’s moral purpose. Within a 

framework of research that forms the heart of a practitioner’s professional development, a 

methodology is needed that enables them to clarify and nurture their own constellation of 

embodied values and identify the embodiment of professional integrity. Living Theory Research 

(LTR) methodology (Whitehead, 2010) enables the researcher to identify their life-affirming values 

and use these as their explanatory principles and standards of judgement when creating their own 

living-theory and their living-theory methodology. The educational practitioner’s values are clarified 

and nurtured through the process. As the educational-practitioner generates their own living-theory 

they find where they are living contradictions (places in their practice where their values are 

contradicted) or are not living their values as fully as they can, and try to find ways of improving. This 

can also help to engender the belief of the educational practitioner that they can make an 

educational difference. 

 

Living Theory Master’s Curriculum, MA: Values-led Leadership 

 '....each practitioner researcher clarifies, in the course of their emergence, in the practice of 

educational enquiry, the embodied ontological values to which they hold themselves accountable in 

their professional practice.' (Whitehead, 2005) 

 

The MA in values-led leadership I designed and successfully submitted on behalf of The Learning 

Institute for validation by Newman University, relates to the current developments I outlined above 

in educational research (Ethical Leadership Commission, 2019; Spielman, 2019; Wyse et al, 2018; 

Teachers’ Professional Development Expert Group, 2016). The innovative focus and assessment 

methods of the Master’s modules, for example an Interactive Living Poster is submitted, draw on the 

British Educational Research Associations 2019 focus: 

“We welcome alternative and new ways of engaging with research which demonstrates a 

non-traditional approach to academic presentation.” (BERA, 2019) 

The MA incorporates traditional and non-traditional assessment criteria, all designed to engage and 

inspire practitioners as researchers and knowledge creators.  

An extract from the MA rationale (2019): 

“This new MA will provide a space for leaders to reflect on the values that form the basis of 

their practice and vision for themselves as a leader within education. 

The modules within the MA Values-led Leadership pathway enable practitioners to 

research their educational influences in their leadership practice and to contribute to 
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leadership knowledge, skills and practice, whilst developing and understanding their 

ontological values. These values are used as explanatory principles and standards of 

judgement in their contributions to leadership knowledge. Living Theory research 

methodology incorporated within the modules supports research into practice in light of 

values, as students offer their own living-educational-theory as an explanation of their 

educational influences to the educational knowledge base (Whitehead, 2010). 

 
The innovative focus of the programme has an emphasis on asking, researching and 

answering questions of the kind, ‘How do I improve my leadership practice?’ The course 

offers a focus on generating and sharing evidence-based explanations of the educational 

influences of leadership practice in the learning of self, learning of others and in the 

communities within which the leadership practice is located. MA students will act as an 

educational, research validation group for each other’s research.” 

Year One: 

Research Design (30 credits) 

Professional Enquiry (30 credits) 

 

Year Two: 

Values-led Leadership (30 credits) 

Leading Change: social change, social movement, social justice (30 credits) 

Year Three: 

Dissertation (60 credits) 

 

The Master’s programme sits outside one university faculty, which is usually education (see the MA 

title), as values-led leadership is integral in all areas of society. This will also enable TLI to offer the 

MA to all of its students on health and education courses. It will also strengthen the student’s 

experiences as they research and act as a peer validation group engaging with each other’s research. 

TLI can run groups in our centres across the south-west, but also within a Multi-academy Trust if 

asked, growing values-led leaders for the future from within the organisation. This MA, because of 

the open focus of the modules, is suitable for any leaders in an organisation where values are at the 

heart. 

 

TLI’s MA focuses on the embodied life affirming and life enhancing values of educational 

practitioners used as standards of judgement in Living Theory research. By ‘embodied values’ I am 

not meaning a solely lexical definition of values that many researchers refer to. For instance, Hadar 

and Benish-Wiesman (2019) ask the question, ‘Teacher’s agency’ do their values make a difference?’ 

They answer with purely lexical definitions. They ‘assess’ the teachers’ values using Schwartz et al. 

(2001) Portrait Values Questionnaire. As a Living Theory researcher practitioners clarify the meaning 

of the values they embody and want to live as fully as possible in their life and practice as these 

values emerge through their research. Practitioner-researchers gather and analyse data that enable 

them to recognise where they are a living contradiction, and take action, where possible, to align 

practice more closely to those values they have identified. They use the data to help them evaluate 

their practice and use as evidence in explanations of educational influence in learning. Periodically 

they generate an account, their living-theory research methodology which is their values-based 
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explanations of their educational influence in their own learning, the learning of others and the 

learning of the social formations they live and work in. They share their data and research 

methodology with a peer validation group asking others to help to improve the rigour and validity of 

the research and contribute the knowledge created to the growth of a professional educational 

knowledge base.  

Schwartz’s (1994) definition of values aligns to my own view: 

 …that serve as guiding principles in the life of a person or other social entity. Implicit in 

this definition of values as goals is that: 

 1. they serve the interests of some social entity, 

 2. they can motivate action-giving it direction and emotional intensity,  

 3. they function as standards for judging and justifying action, and  

 4. they are acquired both through socialization to dominant group values and through the  

unique learning experiences of individuals. 

 

I understand Schwartz’s (1) social entity as the flourishing of humanity. My living-theory research 

methodology demonstrates my embodied values (2, 3) and uses them as my standards of 

judgement. My values are clarified through my research relating to (4).  

My heart as an educator is drawn to both Frankl (2004, 1972) and Whitehead (2010). Frankl (1972) 

describes drawing a ‘spark’ from life and Whitehead’s (2010) ‘life-affirming energy contributing to 

the flourishing of humanity’. As a practitioner I strive to live fully my life-affirming values through my 

practice, making a difference in the world, creating a sense of idealism that Frankl (1972) refers to. 

Through creating multiple living-theories, my embodied ontological values have become central to 

my life and actions, both personally and professionally. In relation to my own knowledge creation I 

use my ontological values as explanatory principles in my explanations of educational influence. 

There is a relationship between my ontology and epistemology in that I use my values of nurturing 

responsiveness and nurturing connectiveness as standards of judgement in my epistemology. 

 

MA Given Curriculum to a Personal Living Curriculum of Professional Development 

I want to make a clear distinction between the ‘given curriculum’ and a ‘living curriculum’. In their 

conceptualisations of the curriculum, Young (2019) and OFSTED (2019) refer to what I am calling the 

‘given curriculum’: 

 “Accordingly, the curriculum, whether of a country (its national curriculum) or of a school 

or college, is always about knowledge: what is the knowledge that those attending a school 

or college will be able to acquire?” (Young, 2019) 

OFSTED define a curriculum through these terms, ‘intent, implementation and impact’ (Harford, 

2018), testing student’s knowledge of the world, from what scholars and researchers have defined 

as truth (Young, 2019). Muijs et al (2019) further highlight how a curriculum is by its nature, at the 

heart of education and will control what the students/ practitioners are able to get out of their 

educational experience. This we measure and demonstrate through attainment and progress data 

which holds educational settings, such as schools to account against national expectations.  A living 
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curriculum is created by a student/ practitioner as they focus on their educational experiences in 

learning, often whilst engaging with a given curriculum which enables them to acquire skills and 

knowledge. They critically and creatively draw on the content of given curricula as they develop their 

own living curriculum that helps them, as Reiss and White (2003) put it:  

 to lead a life that is personally flourishing,  
 to help others to do so, too. (p.1) 

 

The student’s/ practitioner’s living curriculum helps them to clarify their values, attitudes, beliefs, 

explore passions and interests, understanding of self in the world and make connections between 

different parts of their life. An important aspect of this living curriculum is the ability and 

expectation to be a knowledge creator, whether for self or for others. This became very clear 

working with my Year 2/3 class (aged 6 and 7 years of age). 

 As the pupils and I started our journey of co-creating knowledge and understanding in a prescriptive 

given curriculum (Mounter 2008, 2012), we needed a place to store our thinking and research. A 

place to revisit and draw conclusions about ourselves, our learning and the influences we had on 

others learning. The children created their own research narrative and their own learning theory 

(QUIFF: Question, Understanding, I am Important, Focus and Feelings) and a depth of theory behind 

QUIFF. One key point they all agreed upon was that the ‘I’ in QUIFF (I am important) is in the centre 

of the word, as your understanding of self is central to your learning. This was the culmination of 

much research about themselves, their learning and theories of others. The children, although able 

to hold open a space and explore ideas over time, also needed a repository for their thinking and 

research-reflections and knowledge creation.  

Spirals was this repository, developed as a personal living archive. One of the oldest geometric 

shapes the spiral is fundamental in nature, design and religion. Combining Carl Jung’s description of 

a spiral as a cosmic force and the sacred meaning of the spiral representing growth and the journey 

of life; birth, phases of life, death and (reincarnation), it is the perfect symbol for the integration of 

the journey of personal learning, academic learning and life learning leading to living wisdom and 

ultimately living Phronesis (Mounter, 2019). 

Spirals is a living archive for each members of an educational community to truly be a research 

community. Different versions of Spirals enable children from 7 years old to be active researchers, to 

contribute to the educational knowledge base, to co-create, researching from the perspective of 

pupil, student, teaching assistant, teacher or senior leader. Each personalised version of Spirals is 

meant to challenge, promote personal and professional development and to identify those values 

that bring meaning and purpose to a researcher’s life.   

 

Educational Research Communities Inspiring Practitioner Professional Development   

Living Theory as a form of Self-study research holds the practitioner, their practice and the 

educational influences they have in a place of shared mutuality, refining ontological values as life-

affirming energy and standards of judgement (Whitehead, 2012). Living Theory research enables the 

researcher to look at their influences in their own learning, the learning of others and the social 

formations they are part of (Whitehead, 2010). Combining Auto-ethnography, Action Research and 

Narrative Enquiry with Living Theory, as Whitehead describes as ‘a constellation of theories’ 
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(Whitehead, 2010) enables the practitioner to include awareness of any external and internal 

influences and bias as well as narrating and reflecting the cycles of the research journey.  

 

Living-contradictions (Whitehead, 2010) are clarified as the researcher focuses on an aspect of their 

practice as they create their own living-theory methodology, which combines the academic rigour of 

exploring and working with theory, whilst questioning your practice and exploring the values that 

bring ‘meaning and purpose to your life’ (Huxtable, 2016). 

 

Living Theory as a research methodology engenders a sense of community at its heart through the 

very nature of the research, as you look at your influences in your own learning, the learning of 

others and the social formations you are part of.  

 

Eze (2010), and Whitehead and Huxtable (2015) explore the concept of self being part of an 

educational research community or collaboration through the African understanding of Ubuntu. 

Tutu (2012) describes this relational dynamic between self and being part of something bigger as, “I 

need you, in order for me to be me; I need you to be you to the fullest.”  

 

This concept of a shared journey, that we are connected in becoming self to the fullest is nurtured 

by educational practitioners engaged in research as professional development, a connection 

between I and we in community. Whitehead and Huxtable (2015) discuss how the ‘i’ in self, is 

‘distinct, unique and relational’, which exists in an ‘inclusive, emancipating and egalitarian 

relationship’. Huxtable (2012) further defines the “trustworthy, respectful, co-creative spaces,” 

where the world of researchers practice, questions and values touch. This space is then represented 

as the tilde or ~ between i~we~i.  

 

Developed from this and my own research, my understanding of relationships in an educational 

research community, I offer ~i~we~I~us~.  

 

 In ~i~we~I~us~ I define the tilde (~) as the flow of life affirming energy created by nurturing 

responsiveness as it deepens to the trustworthy place of nurturing connectiveness. The tilde before 

and after represents the offer of this energy and “good quality conversations” (Gumeda and Mellet, 

2019) beyond the immediate community. This is the energy that will bring long term commitment to 

the profession, passion for making a difference, knowledge creating practitioners, students and 

pupils all making connections fuelling global movement. 

 

Within a research community the flow of life-affirming energy amongst the group is generated 

through nurturing responsiveness (Mounter, 2012) creating “good-quality conversations” Gumede 

and Mellett (2019). Conversations that can take many forms, including those that are celebrating, 

challenging, questioning, exploring, clarifying personally through sharing and developing, as just a 

few examples. This sense of shared growth and transformation ~we~ can be seen through clarifying 

of ideas, developing personal understanding through others nurturing responsiveness, finding new 

paths to explore and a greater sense of self-identity and belief. Within the collective ‘we’, we can still 

see the relationally dynamic ‘i’ growing the sense of self ~I~. Self as a person, as a practitioner, as a 

researcher, demonstrated as a capital ‘I’, thus ~i~we~I~us~.  ~i~ the relational I offering nurturing 

responsiveness. ~we~ enabling personal growth and transformation and collective growth and 
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transformation through the flow of life affirming energy and deepening nurturing connectiveness. 

The growing sense of self as ~I~. I would also offer the capital I, as ‘I am important’ in QUIFF 

(Question, Understanding, I am Important, Focus, Feelings) created by my students (aged 6,7,8 years 

old) as we co-created our narrative of our research. This ‘I’ is how we perceive ourselves and is 

central to our learning and sense of self. This sense of finding self within a community is important 

and enables the relational ‘i’ to offer nurturing responsiveness within ‘we’.  

 

For our research to make a difference (M.A.D) and add to the flourishing of humanity (Whitehead, 

2014), we need to be outwardly looking ~us~ and open to offering our research as a gift (Huxtable, 

2012). Living Theory Research asks the researcher to make a difference in the world. This is to self, 

through clarifying ontological and epistemological values, to practice - to others and to the social 

formations we are part of as well as adding to the flourishing of humanity. This is a concept I have 

struggled with, the difference I can make as an individual, until I read McNiff (1997):  

 

“While it might be true that you cannot change the world, you can certainly change your bit 

of it; and if everyone changed a small bit at a time, a lot of change could happen quickly”. 

The ‘~us~ relationships’ in ‘~i~we~us’ (Mounter, 2019) is the outward looking aspects of ‘I’ or ‘we’ in 

community as we offer, adding our living-theory research methodology to the educational 

knowledge base, adding to the flourishing of humanity. This is why the tilde, ~, is before and after 

the ~i~we~I~us~, demonstrating the aspect of community and relationships reaching outwards 

through an offer of nurturing responsiveness to the research we offer.  

 

Nurturing Responsiveness – Good Quality Educational Conversations 

Having an opportunity to be a researcher in a community across my different educational roles has 

been very important to me personally and for my professional development. Clarifying my values as 

part of my Living Theory Research has been a joy as well as bringing tension into my life, as I gained a 

stronger awareness of my epistemological beliefs in a period of tightening government control in 

education.  This highlighted life-affirming energy and living-contradictions (Whitehead, 2014) in my 

practice. The energy, inspiration and feeling of being part of something bigger, something working 

for change and a values-led education system encouraged and renewed my commitment as an 

educational practitioner. My relationships within the research community I am part of span 20 years, 

the whole of my professional life.  

My heart as an educator is drawn to both Frankl (2004, 1972) and Whitehead (2010). Frankl (1972) 

describes drawing a ‘spark’ from life and Whitehead’s (2010) ‘life-affirming energy contributing to 

the flourishing of humanity’. As a practitioner I strive to live fully my life-affirming values through my 

practice, making a difference in the world, creating a sense of idealism as Frankl (1972) talks of. 

Through creating multiple living-theories, my embodied values have become central to my life and 

actions, both personally and professionally. This is my ‘professional spark’ that re-charges my energy 

and commitment to being a practitioner-researcher.  

This sense of making a difference and being ‘professionally inspired’ is something I believe is needed 

more than ever in the current educational climate. Bousted, of the National Education Union, NEU 

(2019) describes the situation as, “qualified teachers leaving the profession outnumber new 
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recruits” adding that teacher numbers are declining and are currently the lowest since 2013, 

compared to the number of children in schools rising considerably.   

Nurturing responsiveness is my way of being as an educational practitioner; it is at the heart of my 

practice and something I have developed over the last 10 years. Learning isn’t easy. Being our self in 

the world isn’t easy. Offering our self, our thoughts, our ideas, our creativity encourages us to 

embrace a place of vulnerability and courage. A place we do not always feel safe, a place that opens 

us up to others nurturing responsiveness. Unless we can find that place of uncertainty, we cannot 

grow and transform, to feel the joy in community, the effort, the loving kindness (Huxtable, 2012) of 

others. Neither can we connect, share, feel the energy of creation and develop ideas-offer-find a 

new path-grow-change-transform. Nurturing responsiveness is a way of encouraging vulnerability 

and courage and holding open a space of uncertainty (Mounter, 2012). It is in the body language, the 

knowing of the other, the voice of encouragement in the face of vulnerability, it is offering, building, 

the form of a question to deepen thinking not crush, a critical friend offering insight and alternatives. 

It is very difficult to demonstrate in text; whereas examples in a multi-media narrative (Barthes 

1977; Whitehead, 2010; Morse, 1992) demonstrate clearly nurturing responsiveness.  

 

A lexical definition of nurturing is:  

 

“to encourage somebody to grow, to develop, to thrive and be successful, foster, tender 

care, protection to a young child, to keep a feeling in the mind for a long time, allowing it 

to grow or deepen”. (Rooney, 1999) 

 

I have made bold some of the lexical definition above. Nurturing responsiveness encourages a flow 

of energy between people in a community, offering reassurance to be vulnerable and to have 

courage, to be in a place of uncertainty but still offer of yourself. To enable that feeling to grow, to 

take hold, to deepen, into the confidence and resilience of self. To trust, to try, to fail but still learn 

from the experience, to be creative, to risk.  

 

Nurturing Responsiveness to Nurturing Connectiveness  

I first began thinking about a shift from nurturing responsiveness to nurturing connectiveness in 

Mounter (2014) but needed time and reflection to clarify my thinking. As the trust grew between 

myself and pupils in an after school club I ran, Make a Difference M.A.D Club, the way of responding, 

of encouraging was shared by all. The children also talked about holding that space open inside of 

them even when not in M.A.D Club or my class. Over time the nurturing responsiveness felt like a 

flow of energy in the group, even when members changed. A deeper level of nurturing 

responsiveness changed to nurturing connectiveness. That place when you know you are with 

someone or in a place where you can be vulnerable and have courage, although it is hard. The 

connections flowed throughout the group, more than the living boundaries (Huxtable, 2012), 

flexible, flowing spaces encouraging personal growth and transformation and collective growth and 

transformation. This nurturing connectiveness was a connection to others, but also a connection to 

self, the inner person. A place to be, to reflect, to learn inside.  
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Global Movement of Inspired (by Values and Energy in Community) Educational Practitioners 

I will conclude by showing the contribution this programme makes to a global movement of 

educational researchers developing values-based educational opportunities. 

 

This MA: Values-led Leadership has been designed to widen the opportunity of continual 

professional development that nurtures inspirational practitioners and their pupils/ students using a 

Living Theory Research methodology in community, to define the values that bring meaning and 

purpose to their life, whilst adding to the professional knowledge base and flourishing of humanity. 

I have recently launched a ‘Living Theory Research’ Facebook Group (please join us), a global 

movement of inspired educational practitioners engaged in Living Theory, quality, educational 

conversation (Gumede and Mellett, 2019) as we ask questions such as “How can I improve my 

practice?” (Whitehead, 2010). These educational conversations also act as peer validation groups 

(Habermas, 1976), offering and developing educational possibilities. For example members come 

from Pakistan, Mongolia, Canada, Cornwall, Ireland, Bath and across the globe. Bringing together 

friends and colleagues we know and those we are just making new connections with through 

nurturing responsiveness and the flow of energy defined in ‘~i~we~I~us in community’.  

 

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) state that innovative structures are “not sufficient” to realise the 

potential of teacher research.  

 

“innovative structures are necessary but not sufficient to realise the potential of teacher 

research as a legitimate and unique form of knowledge generation and a profound means of 

professional growth that can radically alter teaching and learning.” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 

1993, pp. 85) 

 

I would argue the innovative structures I have created through the first Living Theory Master’s 

degree, good quality conversations in our Facebook group and the collecting of Living Posters 

created at strategic points in a researcher’s journey (assessment criteria in the MA too) are the 

innovative structures Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) outline. What makes them inspirational, 

engaging and ‘sufficient’ is the use of a Living Theory Research methodology (Whitehead, 2014) as 

continual professional development. Innovative because this methodology enables practitioners to 

research their practice, to influence their own learning the learning of others and the social 

formations they are part of. There is also the possibility of the co-creation of educational knowledge 

with their pupils/ students both adding to the educational knowledge base, whilst making a 

difference promoting the embodiment of values that bring meaning and purpose to their life whilst 

adding to the flourishing of humanity.   

 

This process is the source of my commitment, inspiration and engagement first as a teacher-

researcher, then as a Headteacher-researcher and now as a higher education lecturer-researcher.  

 

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) go on to explore the necessity of practitioner research communities, 

searching for meaning in their professional lives and practitioners belief that they have the voice to 

instigate change for a better world. This supports the key structures from data analysis that support 

Living Theory practitioners to be the inspiration and drive they want to see in the world.   
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“Overcoming these obstacles requires the building and sustaining of intellectual 

communities of teacher researchers or networks of individuals who enter with other 

teachers into ‘a common search’ for meaning in their work lives (Westerhoff, 1987) and 

who regard their research as part of larger efforts to transform teaching, learning, and 

schooling.” (Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993, pp. 85-86) 

 

The Living Theory Master’s and wider structures offer practitioners a “counter-hegemonic global 

movement” that Diniz-Pereira (2002) calls for. One that will enable the ecologies of knowledge and 

cognitive justice as highlighted by De Sousa Santos (2015). This is an offer of possibilities, of joining a 

positive drive for the engagement of practitioner researchers making a difference in and of the 

world. One, not just highlighting the issues, Diniz-Pereira (2002), Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993), De 

Sousa Santos (2015) talk about dismantling, but a global movement already addressing the issues 

they highlight offering possibilities, optimism and a proven way forward!  

   

In a recently published article Stavrea (2019) carries out research into teacher professionalism and 

work lives. She highlights that the teachers in her research believe they learn from colleagues, Ted 

Talks and training, but not mentioning from or with the pupils and students they work with. She 

draws a list of emotions from the teacher participants and the effect they have on teaching 

effectiveness. The list of emotions includes: “frustration, curiosity, happiness (when children achieve 

their targets), annoyance, being upset, excitement at the beginning of a new topic, exhaustion, 

worthlessness”.  Stavrea (2019) concludes teachers want to feel valued and have their work 

appreciated and recognised. I began this article with this title: Inspiring a Generation of Educators 

that Do Not Realise they Need Inspiring. I believe from my own experiences and the experiences of 

other Living theory researchers that happiness at the achievement of targets, excitement at the 

beginning of a new topic is not enough. The pupils/ students and practitioners deserve to be 

motivated, inspired, keen to make a difference not only to the class they are teaching, but to the 

wider communities and world we are part of. A feeling I hold inside which burns as brightly now as 

the day I decided I wanted to teach.  

 

“Every human being has the potential to manifest the finest mosaic of attributes in a 

dazzling complexity of difference and diversity. Yet so often, this human mosaic is dull and 

tarnished – only a hint of the incipient splendour remains. And yet, sometimes, we are 

inspired by the light radiated from an individual.” Or from a class. 

(Author unknown) 
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